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OVERVIEW
With so many complicated terms and ways to make money in crypto,
wouldn’t it be GREAT if there were one token that covered all your
DeFi needs?

Goal: Create one cryptocurrency token that takes advantage of the best
parts of DeFi (decentralized finance) to provide passive income to its
holders. CEFA bridges the gap between the explosive tokenomics of
moonshots with the long-term stability of a crypto savings account.

How It Works: Crystal Elephant Farm (CEFA) gives you all the
consistency, variety, and flexibility you need - all in one token - to profit in
crypto today.
Like its DeFi cousin, CETO, every CEFA transaction is taxed 10%, but with
6% in rewards to users and 4% providing liquidity. A modest 100 million
token supply promises 20 years’ worth of monthly airdrops to holders,
dividends to the CETO Blockchain Family of existing tokens, locked
liquidity with burnt LP tokens, and robust yield farming for plenty of
staking opportunities. With every transaction earning rewards, dividends to
CETO, providing liquidity, and burning the token supply, CEFA is designed
for scarcity and longevity.
Process: Exchange Binance Coin (BNB, BEP-20 Binance Smart
Chain-compatible) for CEFA tokens. Ten percent of funds from every
transaction - deposited, withdrawn, or transferred - are taxed, with
dividends automatically compounded in your wallet. Within this simple
structure, however, more rewards for the investor await.
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STRUCTURE
Most hourglass contracts suffer from pump-and-dumps - early
adopters/users getting in early and, later, withdrawing their funds at the
same time after some critical mass of new holders have invested - thus
endangering their token lifecycles. With up to twenty years worth of a
variety of guaranteed rewards to its holders, CEFA is a pump-and-hold.

Token Properties
Network: Binance Smart Chain
Base Currency: BNB
Supply: 100,000,000
Transaction Fee: 10%
- 6%: reflection rewards back to holders
- ~0.75%: rewards to CETO Blockchain Family holders
- ~1.2%: burned to Fertilizer Bag account
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- ~4%: proportionally distributed and compounded into CEFA
holders’ accounts
- 4%: automated liquidity on PancakeSwap
- 2%: BNB
- 2%: CEFA
- Creates CEFA-BNB Liquidity Pool (LP tokens
FERTILIZED/burnt)
*These numbers and percentages are starting values and approximate.
Actual values will change over time due to the nature of reflection rewards
and fertilized tokens.
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Tokenomics
Supply: 100,000,000
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

24.4M: Monthly airdrops
20M: Initial Farm Offering supply
20M: Fertilizer Bag account
12.5M: CETO Blockchain Family
12.3M: 90-day bond funds (CETO Bonds)
4M: Yield farming
2M: Community support/Marketing
2M: Locked liquidity
1.5M: Team
1.3M: Development fund
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Initial Farm Offering (IFO)
This 20 million allotment of the token supply will be the primary circulating
supply for use and exchange. The process of distribution is through a token
sale, commonly known as an ICO.
How do we achieve all this? Through this offering at discounted prices, we
will put up one-fifth of the token supply (20M CEFA) for sale to the public.
With all of the value and utility CEFA provides, we may never see its price
this low again.

Monthly Airdrops
If FREE is your fee, then you’re in the right place. Enjoy your share of
100,000 CEFA airdrops across all CEFA wallets. Every 30 days. For 20
years.
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Tokens locked by Team.Finance on a preset release schedule. No trust
involved.

Fertilizer Bag
Fertilized or “burned” tokens are sent to a dead account equal to 1.2% of
transactional activity of the contract.
Why do we willingly destroy 1.2% of each transaction? In order for CEFA to
be a properly deflationary token, we reduce the supply to increase
demand. The more volume created exchanging the token back and forth,
the more scarce it becomes – driving up the price.
And with only 100 million total CEFA available, you are more likely to “feel
the burn” than those trillion-plus token suppy memecoins.

CETO Blockchain Family
Every buy, sell, or transfer, just under 1% gets shared with ALL
tokenholders in the CETO Blockchain Family (CETO, BCETO, ECETO),
distributed as dividends on a regular basis.
What is CETO, you may ask?
Crystal Elephant Token (CETO) is like CEFA but with 30-day early
withdrawal penalties up to 75%. With this token,100% of its 10%
transaction fees are returned as dividends to holders.
BCETO & ECETO are the Binance Smart Chain (BNB) and Ethereum
(ETH) versions of CETO.
With CEFA, roughly 0.75% of each transaction is pooled into a separate,
rewards earning account. Periodically and automatically, this account will
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evenly buy B/E/CETO, continuously auto-sell the tokens to incur the 75%
penalty, until all dividends are distributed to holders.

CETO Bonds
This is our upcoming financial offering that shares 150,000 CEFA from a
locked pool of tokens every 90 days.
When they become available, buy a CETO Bond using one of our legacy
tokens CETO, ECETO, or BCETO, redeemable in 90 days. This
cross-chain investment instrument shares proportionally with each
CETO Bond holder from that locked CEFA pool. Yes, this will happen on a
quarterly schedule for crypto eternity, er, 20 years.
Not only do you get the price appreciation of CEFA’s free-market popularity,
but also enjoy the extra dividends piling up in the CETO Bonds pool.
Earnings will be distributed equally across CETO, BCETO, ECETO tokens,
but proportionally by one’s holdings. Gotta collect ‘em all!

Welcome to the CETO Blockchain Family.
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Yield Farming
1M CEFA every 90 days (4M total) in yield farming will give you a safe
staking places to earn APY gains in BNB.

Community/Marketing
This fund will be used for airdrops, influencer payments, giveaways, etc.
designed to raise awareness and expose future holders to the value of
CEFA.

Locked Liquidity
Some tokens lock their tokens for 2 years, 4 years, even 20. How do you
like FOREVER?
With 2,000,000 CEFA-BNB liquidity to be provided on PancakeSwap and
other exchanges, we chuck those LP tokens (like receipts for the money we
provided) into the compost heap and mulch it into oblivion. Burn, baby, burn
– and swap whenever you want for the tokens you need.

Team
Locked for the first 90 days, then released quarterly over 4 installments
every 90 days for 1 year. This disbursement schedule, along with a tiny
1.5% of overall tokens to CETO Foundation, indicates that the team is
dedicated to the long-term success of the project and not a quick strike
pump-and-dump rug-pull at the expense of players and holders.
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Development Fund
To incentivize development in the CEFA-CETO ecosystem, this portion of
tokens will be used to reward community ingenuity and help compensate
for professionally created product.

79% Ownership Renounced
A smart contract can be only but so smart.
While the major financial components of the CEFA contract are automated
or ownership renounced, we still need to be able to make operational
decisions for marketing (2M CEFA), development (1.3M), farming (4M),
and, well, ourselves (1.5M).
Also, we need the funds to execute CETO Bonds (12.3M). Once we turn it
on, we cannot turn it off (for 20 years!). Instead of not acknowledging this
until after launch, we’re telling you all this up front.
We know trust must be earned. We’re not asking you to trust us 100% - just
21%.
Proof of Lock: Read our Medium article here
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BENEFITS
Why should you join the Smart Farm?
-

More passive income
More transactions and dividends for B/E/CETO
A liquid complement to the savings elements of CETO
BEP20-compliant and swappable with other Binance Smart Chain
tokens
- Ability to stake and yield farm
- Helps finance bringing CETO Foundation products to market across
all three chains
- No 30-day early withdrawal penalties

Instant utility
While most new tokens launch without a product, enjoy the ability to use
CEFA in our existing and future BCETO-compatible games and products.

Big Tent: a rolling, no-loss crypto raffle that pays dividends to all players
Provably Fair: four popular dice-based games of chance
Circus Maximus: the CETO gaming brand, with 21 Elephants (Blackjack),
Stampede (Speed), Spades, and more to come

From NFTs to DEXs, there will be something for everyone.
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One Token, Eight Ways to Profit

REWARDS: Every buy, sell, or transfer, 6% gets shared with ALL
tokenholders
DIVIDENDS: Every buy, sell, or transfer, ~1% gets shared with ALL
tokenholders in the CETO Blockchain Family (CETO, BCETO, ECETO)
AIRDROPS: 100K CEFA shared among our holders, every 30 days for 20
years
FARMING: 1M CEFA every 90 days (4M total) in yield farming to give you a
safe staking place to earn APY gains in BNB
BONDS: Upcoming investment instrument that shares locked 150K CEFA
pool every 90 days for 20 years, distributed proportionally as CETO,
BCETO, ECETO
FERTILIZER: A 1.2% burn on every transaction through reflection rewards
creates a continuously reducing supply - and higher price
HOLDING: The more volume in CEFA, the higher the price for CEFA and
B/E/CETO
PRODUCT: Use CEFA with all forthcoming BCETO games and products
CEFA Whitepaper 2.0
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ROADMAP

Future Plans
Funds from the CEFA IFO will help fuel CETO Blockchain Family
short-term roadmap ambitions, including the building out of games and
products across all three blockchains.
All of this would enable CETO Foundation to build out a SaaS for gaming
tokens as well as a launchpad for both partnered and
self-service/automated token launches. The passive income from trading,
farming, and automated market-making will be plenty to get investors
through the next - and any future - Crypto Winter.
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RESEARCH
A survey of 349 accredited investors by Xangle were asked questions
about decentralized finance. The highlights:
- 67% had some knowledge of DeFi
- 72.2% “were very likely to invest in Defi in the next 12 months”
- 70% already invested in bitcoin
In a separate DeFi survey by ARPA of 700 respondents, the data revealed:
- 97% had heard of DeFi
- 78% were invested in DeFi tokens
- top three reasons to use DeFi:
- liquidity mining/yield farming (74%)
- significant interest rates (29%)
- no KYC (27%)
- top three reasons not to use DeFi:
- poor interest rate (58%)
- poor user experience (20%)
- security concerns (17%)
CEFA offers more of what you want with none of what you don’t.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Can I make money with CEFA?
Yes. Through exchanging BNB for CEFA, you can earn in several ways:
- receiving dividends from transaction fees
- increase in price of CEFA, due to transactional and market-based
activity
- rewards from staking/yield farming
- winning or earning CEFA from CETO Foundation games and
products
Are you guaranteed to make money? No.
Is CEFA a security?
No. Because of the autonomous, decentralized nature of the CEFA
contract, the CEFA token should not be considered as a security. CETO
Foundation does not control how the CEFA contract works after it was
launched. The CEFA smart contract does not offer or promise a rate of
return; it is for entertainment purposes only.
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Where can I stake CEFA?
Once the IFO sales allotment of 20M tokens is sold through, CEFA will
seek to list on several exchanges and set up pools for yield farming. We
have 1M tokens available to yield farm per 90 days for the first year and will
notify you of where you may stake your tokens once we set up pools and
provide liquidity to trading platforms.
We are very sensitive to potential, artificial dumping of CEFA, so you may
see us act differently than other token projects. This isn't a pump-and-dump
memecoin: CEFA is a pump-and-HOLD.

💪

Please make sure to stay informed by keeping up with our social media
platforms or signing up for our newsletter, below.
Do I need to own CETO to buy CEFA? Or vice versa?
No. However, to ensure maximum future returns, it is in your best interests
to own all four tokens in the CETO Blockchain Family: CETO, BCETO,
ECETO, and CEFA.
CEFA and CETO will be complementary both in form and function. CEFA
tokens will be available for use in all BCETO games and products in
addition to providing transactional revenue for CETO Blockchain Family
holders.
That each CEFA transaction will contribute to your CETO, ECETO, and
BCETO dividends equally also will drive up the activity and value of your
holdings.
Is CEFA a one-to-one value ratio with BNB?
No. The price of CEFA is determined by market forces and will likely
fluctuate. However, because of the deflationary tokenomics designed to
reduce supply the more popular CEFA becomes, you can expect the price
to appreciate over time with utility and scarcity.
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TOKEN INFORMATION
Contract: 0x4e2b998ecb7b6ef78c6a93ac1f5df9e6063a8fff
Name: Crystal Elephant Farm
Network: Binance Smart Chain
Symbol: CEFA
Decimals: 9
CEFA Intro: https://youtu.be/k2_a0xScc18
Explainer Video: https://youtu.be/5W2RECVpOoU
Github: https://github.com/CETO-Foundation/CEFA-Token

Stay Connected
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CEFAToken
Discord: https://discord.gg/Jxg8GzZ3kq
Telegram Group: https://t.me/CEFAToken
Telegram Announcement Channel: https://t.me/CEFANews
YouTube (CETO):
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNRN6hw26z6TGWiZpAk5XXQ
CEFA Playlist:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfb8Qomp_Dd-9WD2tLcjNV3jGp2n
cpUV0
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/CEFAOfficial/
Medium: https://cefatoken.medium.com
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THANK YOU
CEFA will be one-stop shopping for the crypto investor to have access to
the best parts of the DeFi passive income universe. With CEFA’s ties to the
CETO Blockchain Family, we anticipate a billion dollar-plus ecosystem of
CETO/CEFA-related products that will serve as universal basic income
for all who end up making even a one-time investment.
Our only limits are resources and time. We look forward to you planting
your seed with us to make it all happen.

THANK YOU - and welcome to the Smart Farm!
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